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About the Book

From the Pulitzer Prize-winning culture critic for Time magazine comes the tremendously controversial, yet highly 

persuasive, argument that our devotion to the largely unexamined myth of egalitarianism lies at the heart of the ongoing 

"dumbing of America."

Americans have always stubbornly clung to the myth of egalitarianism, of the supremacy of the individual average man. 

But here, at long last, Pulitzer Prize-winning critic William A. Henry III takes on, and debunks, some basic, 

fundamentally ingrained ideas: that everyone is pretty much alike (and should be); that self-fulfillment is more imortant 

thant objective achievement; that everyone has something significant to contribute; that all cultures offer something 

equally worthwhile; that a truly just society would automatically produce equal success results across lines of race, class, 

and gender; and that the common man is almost always right. Henry makes clear, in a book full of vivid examples and 

unflinching opinions, that while these notions are seductively democratic they are also hopelessly wrong.

Discussion Guide

1. Henry opens his contentious treatise by declaring himself a liberal Democrat. He states his support for candidates 

opposing Jessie Helms, his appreciation for having been raised by a working mother, his disdain for the tactics of the 

religious right. The author sounds less like a liberal Democrat when he questions the results of affirmative action, and 

multicultural education, and supports mommy tracts. In defense, Henry says he agrees democracy should demand that all 

citizens have equal opportunity, but feels egalitarians have gone too far by insisting all should finish equally. In your 

experience, do you find people are being rewarded on the basis of gender and ethnicity, or merit?

2. Henry concedes that in our diverse culture, people do not begin on a level playing field. However, he contends that 

politically correct "dumbed down" curriculums that play to "irate minorities"--"a brand of anti-intellectual populism 

running amok"-- actually harm or cheat those that this "revisionist" education is intended to help. Explain what he feels 
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these groups lose, and what society loses.

3. Henry's opposition contends that people cannot learn until they think they can; therefore the starting point for 

education should be building self-esteem. Using empirical evidence, defend your own beliefs.

4. Henry starts with the assumption that the collective culture of traditional Western Civilization includes the wisdom of 

humankind. (His opposition calls this established curriculum "the dead white European male" syndrome.) What skills, 

knowledge, or edge does Henry feel students lose when multicultural offerings are substituted?

5. Test scores support the author's position that American educational standards have declined. He asserts that parents 

and teachers no longer teach reverence for authority and learning, that schools have become rehabilitation centers 

making up for social and psychological deficiencies, and that schools focus on bringing slower students up to speed 

rather than challenging the gifted to move forward. Do you feel our social problems are more apt to be solved if more 

attention is focused on the brightest, or do you think society's best interest will be served by raising the bottom?

6. Many people agree that in some cases political correctness has been carried to extremes. Do you agree or disagree 

with Henry when he says that the most insidious exponents of political correctness are the educators who provide 

revisionist histories that "breed children who are resentful, hostile, even paranoid. . . fostering a pseudo-racial pride not 

far removed from hatred?"

7. Henry offers "downsizing" as a solution to the problems in education: doing away with tenure, admitting fewer 

students to higher education, tracking to develop the best and brightest leaders, as well as offering alternative routes for 

the less able. This comes at a time when downsizing is being challenged as a miracle cure for business. How would this 

impact society?

8. The book begins and ends with the author's theory of how the "politics of envy" have turned the term "elitist" into a 

pejorative. Do you agree that the basis for populist wrath is not money, but scorn for intellectual distinction-making that 

says one idea, contribution, or attainment is better than another? Henry offers examples of presidential candidates 

playing to the "regular guy" image--Bush boasting his presumed taste for pork rinds and country music, Clinton jamming 

on MTV--rather than pointing to their accomplishments in first-rate academies. Henry believes that this false 

chumminess, this playing down of individual achievement accomplished by intellectual rigor, makes it next to 

impossible for a leader to inspire citizens to better themselves. Defend or attack his position. If Henry is right, does this 

mean anti-intellectual America is entering a new Dark Age as Margaret Mead predicted, or is it simply a democratic 

nation responding sensitively to a growing underclass?

9. In the end Henry says Americans need not feel ashamed of the racism, sexism, and homophobia in their country's past:

Author Bio

William A. Henry III was the culture critic for Time magazine. He received two Pulitzer Prizes: one in 1980 for criticism 

and one he shared in 1975 for his coverage of school desegregation in Boston. In 1990 he won an Emmy Award for the 

best film documentary for "Bob Fosse: Steam Heat," which PBS broadcast as part of their "Great Performances" series.



As a renowned investigative journalist, Henry chronicled the many faces of fundamentalism for three decades. From 

conflicts in the Middle East to the war waged during the desegregation of Boston's public schools after the Supreme 

Court's Brown vs. Board of Education decision in 1964, Henry witnessed the divisive ramifications of nationalism and 

identity politics. Any form of extremism, according to Henry, fragments our collective "center," and political alliances 

that pit one group against another and encourage the sole recognition of differences, with no room for common ground, 

are unproductive and dangerous. "America has many races," writes Henry. "It needs only one culture, the more inclusive 

the better."

Critical Praise

"A book guaranteed to provoke spitting and fist fights... "
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